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We demonstrate the production of micron-sized high-density atom clouds of interest for mesoscopic quan-
tum information processing. We evaporate atoms from 60 !K, 3"1014 atoms/cm3 samples contained in a
highly anisotropic optical lattice formed by interfering diffracted beams from a holographic phase plate. After
evaporating to 1 !K by lowering the confining potential, in less than a second the atom density reduces to
8"1013 cm−3 at a phase space density approaching unity. Adiabatic recompression of the atoms then increases
the density to levels in excess of 1"1015 cm−3. The resulting clouds are typically 8 !m in the longest
dimension. Such samples are small enough to enable mesoscopic quantum manipulation using the Rydberg
blockade and have the high densities required to investigate collision phenomena.
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Two of the most important themes in current studies of
ultracold incoherent matter are studies of plasmas and Ryd-
berg atoms at low temperature and high density, and the use
of mesoscopic samples for topics in quantum information
processing. Even at the relatively modest 1012 cm−3 densities
of standard magneto-optical traps, a wide variety of phenom-
ena has been observed by exciting atoms near their ioniza-
tion limits #1$. Similarly, the use of atomic ensembles with
their collectively enhanced light-atom interactions have led
to developments such as collective spin squeezing #2$, quan-
tum memory #3$, and single-photon generation #4$. With
these contexts in mind, in this paper we report techniques for
producing high density !$1015 cm−3" mesoscopic
!5–10 !m" samples ideal for use in both types of experi-
ments.
In the context of high densities, we note that the recent

predictions of ultra-long-range Rydberg molecular states
#5–7$ require extremely high densities to attain significant
production rates. These “trilobite” molecules arise from the
Fermi pointlike interactions between Rydberg and ground-
state atoms. At the densities reported here, the Fermi shifts of
the Rydberg levels are on the order of 100 MHz. Similarly,
the production of cold plasmas and Rydberg gases at these
densities promises to reveal phenomena not accessible in
conventional laser traps, which have 100–1000 times lower
densities.
Regarding mesoscopic atom samples, Lukin et al. #8$ re-

cently proposed manipulating quantum information using the
very-long-range dipole-dipole interactions produced by Ryd-
berg atoms. In brief, the excitation of a single Rydberg atom
strongly suppresses the excitation of other atoms within its
range of influence. If the size of a sample of atoms is less
than the blockade range R, then the accessible quantum
states of the ensemble are limited to states of zero or one
atom excitations. Using Rydberg states as intermediate states
in the Rabi manipulation of two hyperfine ground states then
allows the production of stable but highly entangled collec-
tive excitations of the ensembles. For MHz-rate quantum

manipulations with cw lasers, the value of R required is a
few !m at the principal quantum numbers n$50 #9$. The
clouds produced in this experiment reach this length scale.
Recent experiments have demonstrated dramatic suppres-

sion of pulsed Rydberg state excitation in magneto-optical
traps of size L%R #10,11$. In these experiments, the number
of excited Rydberg atoms saturates at fluence values much
less than expected for isolated atoms due to the Rydberg-
Rydberg interactions shifting atoms out of resonance with
the exciting lasers. If the Rydberg blockade is effective, the
number of excited atoms should be limited to roughly
!L /R"3. If the blockade is not complete, saturation still oc-
curs but with a greater number of excited atoms. Thus to
differentiate blockade and suppression requires the produc-
tion of mesoscopic samples of size L%R #12$.
In this paper we present a method for producing high-

density elliptical mesoscopic atom samples with semimajor
axes & on the order of R using rapid evaporative cooling of
87Rb atoms from a holographic atom trap !HAT", followed
by adiabatic recompression. We demonstrate densities in ex-
cess of 1015 cm−3, the highest cold-atom densities attained
for incoherent matter and an order of magnitude larger than
previously reported densities #13$. The recompression stage
can produce clouds with radii as small as 5.6 !m, a factor of
four improvement, and are now sufficiently small to be sen-
sitive to a single-atom Rydberg blockade.
The HAT, described in detail elsewhere #13$, is a lattice of

interference fringes produced by imaging five diffracted or-
ders !zeroth order plus four equal intensity first-order beams"
from a holographic phase plate. The laser used is an 18 W cw
flashlamp-pumped Nd:YAG !Yttrium aluminum garnet" laser
at 1.064 !m, intensity stabilized and controlled using an
acousto-optic modulator feedback system. Along the propa-
gation axis the Talbot effect gives rise to a series of interfer-
ence fringes. Each Talbot fringe contains a lattice with a unit
cell of 10 !m"10 !m"100 !m as illustrated in Fig. 1.
The five diffracted orders are focused to approximately
90 !m waists at the region of intersection, giving a typical
full-intensity trap depth of U0=600 !K, and trap oscillation
frequencies of 18.4±1.2 kHz, 18.4±1.2 kHz, and
735±62 kHz. Atoms are loaded into the HAT from a forced-
dark-spot F=1 magneto-optical trap #14$.
We use absorption imaging to characterize the spatial dis-
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tribution of the atoms in the HAT, to make absolute measure-
ments of the number of atoms, and to measure the atomic
temperature via time-of-flight techniques. The HAT is first
turned off in 10!s in order to eliminate ac Stark shifts and
excited state hyperfine mixing. Then a 150-!s pulse of light
from a diode laser tuned to the 5S1/2!F=1"!5P1/2!F!=2"
transition passes through the atoms, which are imaged onto a
charge-coupled device !CCD" camera. The imaging lens sys-
tem is a pair of commercial achromats that give an
aberration-limited resolution of approximately 5!m. Images
are analyzed to deduce the number and distribution of atoms
contained in the different microtraps. We make use of a cali-
brated absorption method for absolute number measurements
#15$. When the fluence of the imaging pulse is sufficient to
remove all the atoms from the F=1 state, the average num-
ber of photons absorbed per atom is given simply from the
fluorescence branching ratios to be two. The number of at-
oms is then directly determined from the camera quantum
efficiency and the transmission of the lenses. For small num-
bers of atoms and for time-of-flight temperature measure-
ments, an additional laser tuned to repump the atoms back to
F=1 can be used to artificially increase the number of pho-
tons absorbed per atom.
After loading atoms into the HAT at densities of 3

"1014 cm−3 and temperatures of 60 !K, the atoms are dis-
tributed over typically five Talbot fringes, with each Talbot
fringe typically containing 25 occupied microtraps of slightly
differing trap depths. Atoms in these microtraps have suffi-
ciently high collision rates !20 000/s" to initiate forced
evaporative cooling. Using established protocols #16,17$, we
gently reduce the HAT intensity, allowing high kinetic en-
ergy atoms to escape while retaining low energy atoms and
thereby increasing phase space density. The evaporation pro-
cess tightly couples the trap depth U and the temperature so
that T&U /10. During evaporation, the density n scales as
the atom number N; the phase space density ' scales as
N(3 /T3)n /U3/2. Even though the density and the collision
rates decrease with time, they are sufficiently high in the
HAT that the limit on the evaporation speed is the required
adiabaticity of the z motion and the desire not to remove too
many atoms. Note that the HAT has inequivalent trapping
sites; sites towards the edge of the trap are more weakly

bound than those at the center. Though evaporation causes
the total number in all sites to decrease, atom loss in the
outer sites is greater, causing the fraction of atoms contained
in the central microtrap to increase from an initial 6% to
nearly 15%. Atom densities and phase space densities as a
function of time are shown in Fig. 2.
After evaporating to a final temperature Te and a center

microtrap density ne, typically 1 !K and 8"1013 cm−3, we
recompress the cloud by adiabatically returning the trap
depth to its maximum value U0. Since the trap depth in-
creases more rapidly than the temperature, this shuts off
evaporation, holding the number of atoms constant in the
absence of loss mechanisms. The phase space density is con-
served for an adiabatic process, thus T)()U1/2 and n
)N(3 /T3/2. As a result, the recompressed density is nr
=ne!U0 /Ue"3/4. In our case, this gives a factor of 20 density
increase, consistent with our measured final density of
1.8±0.5"1015/cm3.
A simple argument shows that the final attainable density

using this method depends not only on the phase space den-
sity 'e achieved from evaporation, but the temperature Te as
well. The density ne after evaporation is proportional to the
product 'eTe

3/2. The compression factor is !U0 /Ue"3/4)Te
−3/4

for fixed U0, hence the highest density is achieved when
evaporating to a Ue that maximizes the function 'eTe

3/4 !see
inset to Fig. 3". Continuing to lower Ue does not achieve
higher densities. Evaporating to lower trap depths takes in-
creasingly more time due to the adiabatic constraints. Losses
from heating mechanisms and background collisions cause
'eTe

3/4 to slowly decrease. This effectively determines the
optimum value of Ue at which to start the recompression.
Even with this constraint on Ue, it is interesting to point out
the wide range of densities attainable with this method.
We show recompression data for various values of Ue in

Fig. 3. Like evaporation, the limiting time scale for recom-
pression is adiabaticity. Unlike evaporation, the number of
atoms is conserved so the potential can be ramped up rapidly
without waiting for collisional rethermalization. Figure 3
shows that even at the lowest values of Ue, densities over
1015 cm−3 can be achieved in less than 900 ms. The potential
for the Ue=10 !K data in Fig. 3 was raised faster than nor-
mal adiabatic constraints would advise to limit losses due to
background collisions and heating mechanisms. The effect is

FIG. 1. Holographic atom trap: five laser beams !only three are
visible from this perspective" diffracted from a phase plate are im-
aged onto a magneto-optical trap !MOT" cloud. Atoms collect in the
intensity maxima of the interference pattern of the beams.

FIG. 2. During forced evaporation the phase space density ' in
the center microtrap approaches unity while the density n decreases
with atom loss.
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a small breakdown of the scaling ratios which assume perfect
adiabaticity.
The high densities are deduced from measurements of the

number of atoms, the fraction of atoms in each microtrap, the
temperature, and direct measurements of the trap spring con-
stants. The latter are obtained using the parametric heating
method #18$. We confirm the inferred densities using mea-
surements of known three-body recombination rates and by
imaging the z axis spatial distribution. The three-body re-
combination rates are determined by measuring the number
of atoms in the recompressed central microtrap as a function
of time after recompression: dN /dt=−K'n!t"3dV−*N,
where K is the three-body recombination rate coefficient and
* the loss rate due to background collisions. Data are shown
in Fig. 4. After recompression the temperature is too small to
allow evaporation. However, heating mechanisms increase
the temperature with time. As a result, n!t" decreases due to
both recombination losses and temperature increases. Taking
these effects into account, we find K=3.5±1.9
"10−29 cm6/s, in close agreement with previous measure-
ments #19,20$. We have measured the rate in a magnetic field

of 2.5 G typically present in magnetic traps. At this field we
measure K=4.8±2.3"10−29 cm6/s. These results are ex-
tremely sensitive to density errors; the agreement with pre-
vious experiments is confirmation of the reliability of the
density measurements.
We have also confirmed the densities by measuring cloud

sizes. After evaporation and recompression, the semiminor
axis of the cloud is only 430 nm, too small to optically re-
solve. However, the z axis size of 10.8 !m at 13 !K is re-
solvable. The measured z axis sizes agree to within 0.5 !m
with the value &=(2T /m+2 expected from the frequency
and temperature measurements, once optical resolution and
motion of the atoms during the imaging pulse are taken into
account. Broadening due to the superposition of multiple mi-
crotraps in our image is negligible.
In addition to using evaporation followed by recompres-

sion to produce high densities, it can be used to produce
strong confinement of the atoms. During evaporation, the
spatial dimensions & of the atom clouds are unchanged since
both T and +2 scale linearly with trap depth. During recom-
pression T)+ so that &) !U0 /Ub"1/4 yields up to a factor of
four in size reduction for trap depth ratios have observed are
inferred from this ratio and the measured trap depth of 2 !K
to have &=5.6 !m. The smallest clouds for which we have a
direct temperature measurement have &=8 !m.
We now evaluate these results in the context of the Ryd-

berg blockade. We imagine a two-photon excitation to ns
Rydberg states with both lasers having a Gaussian beam of
waist 10 !m. For nonuniform excitation, the appropriate fig-
ure of merit is the Rydberg-Rydberg level shift , defined via
1/,2= )*1/,ij*2+ averaged over all atom pairs ij. Using cal-
culated ns-ns potentials #9$ with n= !70,95", we find ,
= !2.7,77" MHz for &=5.6 !m, and ,= !1.4,40" MHz for
&=8.0 !m. For a collective 2-!s - pulse, the probability of
double excitation even in the worst case of ,=1.4 MHz is
1.5%. Thus these clouds are extremely well suited to inves-
tigate high-speed, high-fidelity collective coherent quantum
manipulations #10$.
A stronger Rydberg-Rydberg interaction can be generated

by applying a static electric field and inducing a permanent
dipole moment on the atoms. However, the resulting dipole-
dipole interaction is zero when the interatomic axis is ori-
ented 54.7° from the electric field direction; such pairs would
experience no blockade. In the HAT, the nearly one-
dimensional !1D" atom distribution mitigates this problem,
and we estimate ,$135 MHz.
For some applications, it may be useful to isolate a single

microtrap from the others. To do this, we exploit the aniso-
tropy of the microtraps to parametrically heat the atoms in
the outer microtraps with little disturbance to the atoms con-
tained in the central microtrap. The quality factor for our
parametric heating experiment is about 10 for the x direction,
sufficient to give significant differentiation of the 3% differ-
ence in oscillation frequencies between the center and outer
microtraps. Thus we drive the parametric resonance at its
low frequency tail, selectively heating and ejecting the atoms
from the outer microtraps. We have been able to increase the
center well fraction from 15% to above 40%.
In addition to its utility for generating high densities and

FIG. 3. Compression data and model for the center microtrap
!solid line" for three values of Ue. The inset shows how the key
parameter 'T3/4 varies with trap depth.

FIG. 4. After recompression we observe rapid atom loss due to
three-body recombination. Since there is no evaporation from the
recompressed clouds, we can measure trap heating rates by directly
measuring dT /dt !inset".
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small clouds, adiabatic recompression also allows direct
measurements of trap heating rates. Under conditions of
evaporation, heating mechanisms do not actually increase the
temperature when evaporation is rapid enough to recool the
atoms by atom loss. However, evaporation no longer func-
tions after recompression, and heating rates can be deduced
directly from measured temperature increases with time. Ex-
ample data are shown in the inset to Fig. 4. The deduced
heating rate dE /dt=3dT /dt is a factor of 1.4 larger than the
predictions of Bali et al. #21$ for quantum diffractive heat-
ing. Indeed, taking this measured heating rate into account in
our evaporation model, combined with the heating due to
multiple scattering as predicted by Beijerinck #22$, we gen-
erate the solid curve in Fig. 2 that accounts for our measured
phase space density as a function of time.

The experiments we have described represent a robust
method for producing the kinds of high density
!$1015 cm−3" and small size clouds !.8 !m" of interest for
Rydberg atom studies both in the high-density regime of ul-
tracold plasmas and molecular spectroscopy, and in the
small-size regime relevant to coherent single-atom manipu-
lation for quantum information processing. Many other pro-
posed applications, including deterministic single atom and
photon sources #23$ and fast quantum state detection and
transmission schemes #24$, require these types of sources for
their operation.
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